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1. SCOPE. This TOP describes methods for evaluating the ride dynamics or ride quality of
ground vehicles. Ride dynamics pertains to the sensation or feel of the passengers in the
environment of a moving vehicle. The technique for evaluating the ride dynamics involves the
use of instrumented seats or ride quality pads which contain accelerometers molded in a rubber
disk to provide measurements in three mutually perpendicular axes. The instrumented seats are
occupied by the normal vehicle crew.
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Ride dynamics data is acquired while the vehicle traverses various test courses at pre-determined
speeds. The data is then processed by performing Fourier transformations and creating power
spectral density (PSD) files for the individual test runs. The ride dynamics analysis techniques
are described in paragraph 4.

2. INSTRUMENTATION:

2.1 Ride Quality Pads. Vibration will be sensed by accelerometers mounted in ride quality pads
which will be placed in designated vehicle seats. The ride quality pads are typically fabricated
in-house and contain three uniaxial piezoresistive accelerometers (vertical, transverse and
longitudinal) mounted in a rubber disk. The primary requirement of these pads is that they
should not adversely affect occupant comfort and shall not significantly distort the buttock-
cushion load distribution. These pads generally conform to the suggested design of SAE J 1013,
as shown in FIGURE 1. The semirigid disk is fabricated of molded rubber of approximately 80
to 90 durometer (A Scale).

CAVITY APPROPRIATE
FOR ACCELEROMETERS

12 mm OR LESS

200 MM

THIN METAL, DISK~ FOR
ACCELEROMETER MOUNT
AND ADDED CENTER
RIGIDITY

FIGURE 1. SUGGESTED DESIGN for RIDE QUALITY PAD.
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2.2 Vibration Measurement Axes. Vibrations are to be measured utilizing the seat pad
mounted accelerometers in the vertical (z axis), fore/aft (x axis) and lateral (y axis) directions.
The vibration measured along these three mutually perpendicular axes pass through a point on
the interface between the seated crew member and the seat. This orientation is shown in
FIGURE 2.

oz

... .. ...... .... .....

oz, asy az - ACCELERAT1ON IN THE DIRECTIONS OF THE x. y. z AXIS
x-als sDIRECTION OF THE BACK-TO-CHEST
y-axls - RIGHT-TO-LEFT SIDE
z-axis BL•TOCKS-TO-HEAD

FIGURE 2. MEASUREMENT AXES

2.3 Test Subject Anthropometry and Seat Adjustment. Measurements will be made at the
driver's seat and at other crew positions as required by the vehicle specification and/or the
detailed test plan. The sex, height and weight of each occupant of the instrumented seats, as well
as the seat location within the vehicle will be recorded. The seat, if adjustable, will be properly
adjusted per manufacturer's specification. Subjects will maintain contact between the seat pad
and buttocks at all times. Loss of contact during the test will require a retest for that condition.
Other (non-instrumented) seats will be filled with an appropriate dummy load to simulate the
weight of a crew member.

2.4 Accelerometers and Signal Conditioning. The pad accelerometers together with their
associated signal conditioning shall be capable of measuring root-mean-square (rms)
accelerations in the 0.4 to 100 Hz bandwidth. An on-board or telemetry data acquisition system
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will be used to acquire data while the vehicle is operated on the test courses. All data will be
digitized at approximately 400 samples per second per channel after having been low-pass
filtered at approximately 100 Hz. If a half-round obstacle requirement must be met, a vertical
accelerometer will be installed at the base of the driver's seat to comply with historical data.
Other locations (e.g., on the seat) may be instrumented as required by the vehicle specification
and/or the detailed test plan. This (half-round obstacle) accelerometer will be low-pass filtered
at 30 Hz. Amplifiers should be adjusted to provide an acceleration resolution of approximately
0.01 g. Analysis parameters should be chosen so that frequency domain resolution is 0.2 Hz or
less.

2.5 Acceleration Units. Acceleration units for analysis will be meters/sec 2 for ISO-2631
computations, and ft/sec2 for absorbed power computations.

2.6 Data Validation. Prior to analysis, data from each transducer and each data run will be
checked for stationarity and for errors such as noise, amplifier drift, clipped data, etc.
Procedures used for data validation will be presented in the test report.

2.7 Length of Data Run. The precision of acceleration spectral estimates is related to the
length of the data run. Data should generally be recorded for a period of at least one minute
unless restricted by test course length and vehicle speed.

2.8 Vehicle. The test vehicle will be described by recording the information in Appendix B.

2.9 Vehicle Speed. Vehicle speed will be recorded by an auxiliary, calibrated speed sensing
system to an accuracy of + 0.2 kph (0.1 mph). The test speed will be held constant (to the extent
possible) at the target speed for the duration of the data run. The speed Coefficient of Variation
(COV, standard deviation/mean) for each data run should be equal to or less than 0.10.

2.10 Test Courses. Test courses used for ride quality should have a wave number spectrum
(power spectral density function of the instantaneous terrain vertical profile in the spatial
domain) with a slope of approximately -2 in the log-log domain. The root mean square (rms)
roughness value will be computed as the square root of the integral of the wave number spectrum
and will be computed between wave numbers that cover the frequency range of interest
(typically 0.5 to 80 Hz). The affected wave numbers are a function of vehicle speed (single
wheel frequency), and integration band wave numbers between approximately 0.0 16 and 2.0
(wavelengths of 0.5 feet to 64 feet) will suffice for speeds up to 40 km/hr (25 mph). The lower
integration band wave number should be reduced to 0.01 (wavelength of 100 feet) for speeds
between 40 and 56 km/hr (25 and 35 mph).

3. VIBRATION EVALUATION. Vibration evaluation will be performed using two
techniques; an ISO technique which deals with health effects of exposure to vibration, and an
absorbed power technique which is used to describe speed limiting effects over rough terrain.
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The principal factors that combine to determine the degree to which human exposure to
whole body vibration will be acceptable is described in the ISO 2631-1:1997 Standard. Four
possible effects of vibration include Degraded Health, Comfort, Perception and Motion Sickness.
The frequency range of these effects are:

0.5 Hz to 80 Hz for Degraded Health, Comfort and Perception
0.1 Hz to 0.5 Hz for Motion Sickness.

Unless required by the test plan, only the issue of degraded health will be evaluated. This
type of vibration is transmitted to the human body as a whole through the supporting surfaces of
the buttocks, back and feet of a seated person in a moving wheeled or tracked vehicle. Vibration
is measured according to the coordinate system originating at a point from which vibration enters
the human body. The coordinate system for the alignment of the vibration transducers is shown
in FIGURE 2. The three principal areas of contact for seated persons are: (1) the supporting seat
surface, (2) the seat back and (3) the feet, but only the seat data is of interest for degraded health
analysis. Seat data is also the basis for the absorbed power analysis. Vibration transmitted to the
body through a non-rigid material like a seat cushion is measured with the transducer interposed
between the person and the principal contact areas of the surface. This is achieved by mounting
the transducers within a ride quality pad as described in FIGURE 1.

4. ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES:

4.1 ISO Technique: The basic evaluation method described in ISO 2631-1:1997 utilizes the
weighted root-mean-square (rms) acceleration. The weighted rms acceleration is expressed in
meters per second squared (m/s2) for translational vibration and radians per second squared
(rad/s2) for rotational vibration. The weighted rms acceleration is calculated in accordance with
the following equation or its equivalent in the frequency domain:

where: aw(t) is the weighted acceleration (translational or rotational) as a function of time (time
history), in meters per second squared (m/s 2) or radians per second squared (rad/s2),
respectively.

T is the duration of the measurement, in seconds.

The crest factor may be used to investigate whether or not the basic evaluation method is
suitable for describing the severity of the vibration in relation to its effects on human beings. The
peak value is determined over the duration of the measurement, i.e. the time period T used for
integration of the rms value. The crest factor does not necessarily indicate the severity of
vibration. For vibration with crest factors below or equal to 9, the basic evaluation method
outlined above is normally sufficient. In cases where the basic evaluation method may
underestimate the effects of vibration (high crest factors, occasional shocks, transient vibration)
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an alternative technique should be utilized such as the running rms method or the fourth power
vibration dose method.

The running rms method evaluation method takes into account occasional shocks and
transient vibration by use of a short integration time constant, for example 1 second. The
vibration magnitude is defined as a maximum transient vibration value (MTVV), given as the
maximum in time of aw(to), defined by:

a. (to)= f[a,. (t)]' dt}

where: aw(t) is the instantaneous frequency-weighted acceleration
r is the integration time for running averaging
t is the time (integration variable)
to is the time observation (instantaneous time)

The fourth power vibration dose method is more sensitive than the basic evaluation method
by using the fourth power instead of the second power of the acceleration time history as the
basis for averaging. The fourth power vibration dose value (VDV) in meters per second to the
power 1.75 (m/sl'75), or in radians per second to the power 1.75 (rad/s'.75), is defined as:

VDV= {[a.(t)]4dt

where: aw(t) is the instantaneous frequency-weighted acceleration
T is the duration of measurement

The frequency weighting curves used for various directions of measurement in the
calculation of frequency-weighted acceleration for the seat surface as outlined in the ISO 2631-
1:1997 standard are provided in Appendix B and FIGURE 3.

6
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ISO-2631 (1997) Weighting Factors
1.2
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FIGURE 3. ISO 2631-1:1997 Frequency Weighting Factors

Daily vibration exposure limits are determined from the weighted acceleration, aw, in each
axis. The assessment is made independently for each axis, but the vector sum is used if the
weighted accelerations from two or more axes are comparable. The evaluation is made using the
frequency weighting factors shown in Appendix B with the multiplying factors as shown in
Table 2.

Table 2. Multiplying Factors

Axis Factor

X,Y 1.4
Z 1.0
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Exposure times for three conditions - no documented health risks, caution zone for health
risks and health risks likely are calculated from the weighted acceleration as follows:

No documented health risks: Exposure time 1.5/a.2

Health risks likely: Exposure time 6.0/aw2

Caution zone for health risks: Exposure time > 1.5/aw2 and < 6.0/aw2

For example: let aw2 = 2.0 m/s2

Exposure time = 0.4 hours for no documented health risks
Exposure time = 0.4 to 1.5 hours for a health risk caution
Exposure time = 1.5 hours for a likely health risk

Thus, an exposure (per 24 hours) to this level of vibration for less than 0.4 hours should produce
no health risks, an exposure between 0.4 hours and 1.5 hours will result in a health risk caution,
while an exposure of 1.5 hours or greater will create a likely health risk.

The health guidance caution zone is shown in Figure 4.
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10 ISO-2631 (1997) Health Guidance Caution Zone

Health Risks Likely

Caution Zone for Health Risks

2' Health Risks Undocumented
Tim •6"0/acce12

4 
,

Time = 1.5/accel
2

0.01 0.1 1 10 100

Exposure Time - Hours

Figure 4. Health Guidance Caution Zone
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4.2 Absorbed Power Technique: Another technique for evaluating human response to vibration
or ride quality is the computation of absorbed power. It is a measure of the rate at which energy
is absorbed by a human subjected to ride vibration. It is accepted as a measure of human
tolerance to vibration for military vehicles negotiating rough terrain. The absorbed power for a
given location and axis is computed by multiplying the acceleration power spectral density
spectrum by the appropriate transfer function and integrating the resultant spectrum. An
advantage of this approach is that average absorbed power is a scalar quantity and can be
summed in complex multi-degree of freedom systems to yield a single value describing the total
average absorbed power. Typically a standard ride quality test procedure involves determining
the speed at which the vertical average absorbed power reaches an upper limit of 6 watts for
different types of terrain at selected crew location seats. The terrain is usually characterized by
the surface roughness reported as inches or centimeters rms. The vehicle speed as a function of
terrain roughness obtained from this process is used as one of the mobility limiting factors in the
NATO Reference Mobility Model. Military vehicle specifications frequently include ride quality
requirements based on absorbed power (e.g., the vehicle must be capable of producing a ride of 6
watts or less at the driver's seat in the vertical axis for a given speed and surface roughness.

The absorbed power in each axis will be calculated from:

n

P = Z (Ci) Ai2
1

where:
P = Absorbed power, watts

Ai = rms acceleration in ft/sec2 within the ith spectral band

Ci = K1Ko(F 1F4 - F2F3) / (F3
2 + Wi2F4

2)

Wi = Frequency, radians/second
F and K values = Calculated from Appendix C

The result is a frequency weighting, scaling and integration of the acceleration power
spectral density. The weighting functions are shown (by axis) in Figure 5. The factors have
been normalized to a value of 1.0 to show frequency without the appropriate scaling.
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Absorbed Power
Normalized Weighting Factors

1.00
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Figure 5. Absorbed Power Normalized Frequency Weighting Factors

For each test course, the absorbed power will be plotted as a function of speed.
Specification requirements are generally written in terms of the driver's vertical absorbed power
(only), but the following technique will be applied to other locations and axes, if applicable. A
non-linear interpolation or a power law (y = axb, linear fit in a log-log domain,) or nth degree
polynomial curve fit will be performed and the speed at which an absorbed power of 6 watts is
achieved will be extrapolated from the data set. Absorbed power values of less than 1 watt or
greater than 10 watts will not be used in the curve fit process, if possible. The 6-watt speed will
then be plotted as a function of terrain roughness rms (a specific value for each test course) to
determine a ride quality curve for the vehicle.

4.3 Half-Round Obstacle Technique. The peak acceleration from the vertical accelerometer
near the driver's seat will be low-pass filtered at 30 Hz and the resulting peak acceleration will be
plotted as a function of speed for each half-round obstacle. The speed at which a peak value of
2.5 g's is reached will be determined by a non-linear interpolation or curve fitting technique as
described above.
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APPENDIX A. VEHICLE INFORMATION

Vehicle Model:

Year of Manufacture/Delivery:

Serial Number:

Odometer Reading:

Type Test Load:

Vehicle Weight as Tested:
Total:
Front Axle:
Intermediate Axle:
Rear Axle:

Tire Information:
Front:

Manufacturer:
Size:
Type:
Pressure:

Rear:
Manufacturer:
Size:
Type:
Pressure:

Seat Description:
Driver:
Passenger:

Seat Setting:
Driver:
Passenger:

Condition of the Vehicle:
General Comments:

A-1
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APPENDIX B. ISO 2631-1:1997 WEIGHTING FACTORS

One-Third Octave Center Weighting Factors
Frequency, Hertz Longitudinal/Transverse (X,Y) Vertical (Z)

0.4 0.713 0.352
0.5 0.853 0.418
0.63 0.944 0.459
0.8 0.992 0.477
1 1.011 0.482
1.25 1.008 0.484
1.6 0.968 0.494
2 0.89 0.531
2.5 0.776 0.631
3.15 0.642 0.804
4 0.512 0.967
5 0.409 1.039
6.3 0.323 1.054
8 0.253 1.036

10 0.212 0.988
12.5 0.161 0.902
16 0.125 0.768
20 0.1 0.636
25 0.08 0.513
31.5 0.0632 0.405
40 0.0494 0.314
50 0.0388 0.246
63 0.0295 0.186
80 0.0211 0.132

B-1
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APPENDIX C. ABSORBED POWER CONSTANTS

Longitudinal (X)

K0  4.3532

K1  1.356

Wi 2irff

F 1  1.0

F2  0.219106

F3  -0.0185309W,2 + 1

F4  -0.00061893W2 + 0.219106

Note: fi = Center frequency (Hz) of ith spectral band

Transverse (Y)

Ko 4.353

K1  1.356

Wi 27cfi

F, 0.24052124x10 3 Wi4 - 0.066974483x10 2Wi2 + 1

F2  0.57384538x10 5 Wi4 - 0.50170413x10-2W 2 + 0.33092592

F3  -0.14979958x10"SWi 6 + 0.0010088882Wi4 - 0.10108617W,2 + 1

F4  -0.1713749x10-7Wi6 + 0.53137351x10-Wi 4W-0.011096507Wi2 + 0.33092592

Note: fi = Center frequency (Hz) of th spectral band

C-1
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Vertical (Z)

Ko 4.3537

K1  1.356

Wi 222fi

F1  -0.10245x10"9 Wi6 + 0.17583x10W- 4_-0.44601x10"2Wi2 + 1

F2  0.12882x10-7Wi4 - 0.93394x10-4W1
2 + 0.10543

F3  -0.45416x10" Wi6 + 0.37667x10"SW4 - 0.56104x10-2W 2 + 1

F4  -0.21179x10'lWi6 + 0.51728x10-7 Wi 4 - 0.17947x10-3Wi2 + 0.10543

C-2
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Forward comments, recommended changes or any pertinent data which may be of
use in improving this publication should be forwarded to the following address:
Technology Management Division (CSTE-DTC-TT-M), US Army Developmental
Test Command, 314 Longs Comer Road, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005-
5055. Phone: (410) 278-1486, DSN 298-1486. Technical information may be
obtained from the preparing activity: Test Technology Automotive Core (CSTE-
DTC-AT-AC-I), US Army Aberdeen Test Center, 400 Colleran Road, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD 21005-5059. Phone: (410) 278-9488, DSN: 298-9488.
Additional copies are available from the Defense Technical Information Center,
8725 John J. Kingman Rd., STE 0944, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060-6218. This
document is identified by the accession number (AD No.) printed on the first page.
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